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The other day, in an unprepossessing little lot of Chalon Heads, I came across a copy of the
unwatermarked 2d Orange of 1872 which, metaphorically speaking, had "Oh-Oh, what have we
here?" written all over it. The stamp itself was a rather pretty example, but it was the postmark
that really took the attention - a neat strike (if somewhat faint in places) of the upper two-thirds
or so of a small circular "coin"-type datestamp reading N. Z / PRE PAID ;' 29 OC ?

In the chapter entitled 'Paid', page 419, Volume 3 of the N, Z. Handbooks quotes from the
"Official Circular" of June 1, 1893 as follows:

"It has been decided that circulars may, when posted in quantities of not less
than two thousand at a time, be prepaid in cash instead of stamps. All circulars
so treated must be stamped in red ink on the right-hand top corner of the address
side, in the place usually occupied by the postage Etamp, with the word 'Paid'.
Stamps specially engraved for this purpose will be issued to principal offices
as soon as possible, but in the meantime the stamp 'Paid all' or 'Prepaid' may
be used ... ,., ."

In a subsequent reference to the above quotation, the writer of the Volume 3 chapter states:

"It is not known what is meant in this instruction by "the stamp 'Paid all' or
'Prepaid' ", There are no impressions in the Registers of any stamps of
this type nor have any covers been noted with such impressions. "

On page 492 of Volume 4, there is the follOWing statement:

"When a notice from the' Official Circular' of June 1, 1893 was quoted on pa~e

419 of Volume 3, it was stated that nothing was known of the stamp 'Paid all'
or 'Prepaid'. Impressions have since been seen, so that this problem is solved ...

On the same page there are illustrations of two circular datestamp impressions, one inscribed
'PAID ALL' and the other 'PRE PAID', accompanied by the comment that these "are obViously
the datestamps referred to in the Circular",

The example I report above appears to match the Handbook illustration of the 'PRE PAID'
c. d. s. in all essential respects, I have, however, been unable to trace any other reference
whatsoever to these datestamps, so while the problem may be solved insofaras examples



have been seen, other questions seem to remain unanswered.,

It is evident, from the official sources quoted, that the datestamps existed prior to the issuing
of the 1893 regulations for the bulk posting of circulars, so what was their original purpose?
And to what offices were they issued? And perhaps most intriguing of all, why should a
'Prepaid' marking be used as a canceller on a postage stamp, the function of which is precisely
to indicate that postage has been prepaid? (Perhaps I should make it clear that there was no
sign of any other cancellation on the stamp in question),

A further interesting feature of the example seen was the apparent omission of the year slug
from the date. Although the impression was so placed that the year should have been readily
visible, it was r;onspicuous by its absence. Just possibly, the strike was an uneven one. but
the day '29', the month 'OC' and the outer frame at the right were all so clearly impressed
that this explanation seems most 'lI1likely to me.

Can any reader throw light on any or all of the questions posed by this interesting item?

THE BRITISH PHILATELIC EXHIBITION 1976

The continuing popularity of N. Z. was again amply demonstrated. in two contrasting ways.
at this year's B, P. E. Firstly, there was good material in plenty on display among the
competitive exhibits (in fact, G. B. apart, New Zealand award-Winning entries easily out
numbered those of any other country). Secondly, there was an equally notable lack of fine
material on offer at the dealers' stands.

N. Z. awards were:

Silver Medal - M. S. Burberry (Penny Universals)
Bronze-Silver Medals - P. J. D'Arcy (Full-Face Queens); E. G. Ward (Adson);
R. T. E. Standing (Penny Universal/Dominion); P. Marks (1970 Pictorials).
Bronze Medals - A. G. G. Riley (K. E. VII/K. G. V): G. M. Cooper (1935 Pictorials);
A. H. Rose (1935 Pictorial 4d).
Diploma of Merit - E. K. Hossell (thematic entry based on Health Stamps and Health Camps).

We offer our congratulations to all.

Mention must be made, too (rather belatedly) of the commendable feat of Martyn Jackson. in
gaining a Silver Medal in the Junior Class. with his Second Pictorials entry at Hafnia '76.

1898 - 1908 PICTORIALS

1101 A complete simplified set of 22 stamps (that is. one of every listed
whole number from El to E21 in our Catalogue, including the 6d in both
green and red). Every stamp in the set is cancelled by a neat c. d. s. (or
light squared-circle pmk), and justifies the description "superfine
used". A set of a quality that would take years tf) duplicate, and the
chance of a lifetime in an issue that is appreciating very quickly indeed.
The set of 22 stamps from ~d to 5/- .

Id UNIVERSAL COLLECTION

£ 110. 00

1102 A magnificent collection of this favourite specialist stamp, mounted in
protective strips on 13 album leaves, covering all issues from London
Prints (G1a) through to the Surface printed (Gl1al. Both basic stamps and
varieties are well represented, with many mint blocks, including plates
WI and RI, each in a superb mint block of 4. Re-entries abound, and are
particularly strong in the Water low Trial Plates issue (G9). The condition
of the booklet pane included could be improved upon, otherwise remarkably
fine quality is the rule throughout. 82 mint, 98 used £ 240. 00



1103

K. G. V COLLECTION

An extremely fine showing of both Recess and Surface-Printed issues,
both ordinary and 'Official', all housed in transparent protective mounts
in virtually new 'Exeter' peg-fitting album with linen-hinged leaves.
In the Recess-Prints, all values and perfs are represented, and the
collection is strong in "two-perf" pieces, incl. a block of the 4d 'Yellow
with the R4/10 re-entry. The Surface-Prints include superb copies of
all four high value Admirals, and among the Officials are equally fine
examples of the 8d Red-Brown and the 2/ - Admiral. The stamps are
mainly mint, but a few used are included, and condition is exceptionally
high throughout. Not the least attraction is a very fine showing of plate
proofs in blocks. The quality collection .

HEALTH ISSUES

£475. 00

1104 A complete collection of Health Stamps from 1929- 1976, including both
wmks of 1957 and both perfs of 1960. A total of 98 stamps, all fine to
superfine mint. The earlier issues have been hardening (in both price and
availability) for some time now, and this trend shows no sign of easing.
We understand the 1931 pair alone has changed hands between dealers at
over £100. The set of 98, seldom offered £135. 00

MISCELLANY

1105 K. G. V 4d. A brilliant mint block of 6, perf. 14xI4~-, from plate 44,
including the R3 / 8 re-entry. All other stamps in the block show clear
Sig.1S of the retouching to which this plate was very extensively subjected.
The magnificent block .

1106 (a) K. G. V Officials. Recess-printed 3d, 6d, and 1/-, all in "Two-perf"
blocks of 4. The complete set of officials in this brm, superfine mint ..

£10. 50

£70. 00

(b) As ab~ 3d perf. 14x14k, (K04b) in corner block of 8. again superb mint £ 5. 00

1107 K. G. V Imperf Plate Proofs. Set of 4 surface-printed values Od, 1 ~d,
2d and 3d), printed in black m.' grey black on thick glazed paper. The ~d

is a marginal booklet plate copy, showing selvedge bar. The set of proofs £ 7. 50

(b) As above. Superfine mint booklet pair on Jones paper (W4cY), complete
with side and binding selvedges. The booklet pair £ 3. 25

11013 (a) K. G. V ~d Green. An absolutely pristine booklet pane of 6, complete
with all selvedges, from the perf. 14 issue with adverts (W4fZ). Unmounted
mint, and fresh as the day it was issued. The pane £22. 50

(c) As above. Mint block of 4 on Jones paper (KI3c) with top selvedge, the
upper pair of stamps haVing distinct worn plate characteristics - this is
unusual in 'Jones'. A faint crease on the lower stamps is invisible from
the front. The block £ 4. 75

(d) As above. Mint blocks of the ~d •Jones' in shades of yellow-green and
green. In addition, the latter is on the thicker paper (KI3cZ). An
insignificant crease on the yellow-green block in no way mars its
appearance. The two blocks of 4 £ 7. 00

1109 Q. E. 1/- 'Blurred Centre'. Perfect mint copy of the variety Double
Centre Print, One Albino. Supplied with a normal stamp for comparison. £ 7. 60



1110

1111

1112

1113

10/- Queen on Horseback. Mint copy showing the R3/1B retouch as
illustrated on Perm. Page NB of our Catalogue. It's literally years
since we last had an example of this variety to offer. Superfine .....

1967 50c Booklets. Complete set of 5 booklets with, respectively (1)
panes with blank selvedge; (2) panes with XA alongside upper stamp;
(3) panes with XA alongside lower stamp; (4) panas with XB alongside
upper stamp; (5) panes with XB alongside lower stamp.
A scarce complete set, seldom seen now .

1953 Coronation. Unbroken mint double strips of 20 from the bottom of
sheets of the 2d and 4d values, each including plate and imprint markings
from both plates lA and lB. These pieces thus each include two "gutter"
pairs"- one of the relatively few instances to have occurred in N. Z.
stamps to date, and seldom seen thus. The two blocks of 20 stamps each

1959 Marlborough Centennial. Mint positional block of 4 of the Bd,
including-the large background retouch below E of ZEALAND on R9 /2.
The mint block .

£ 32. 50

£ 19. 50

£5. 00

£6. 25

1114 (a) 1968 Armed Services. Imprint/plate block of the 4d with variety watermark
inverted (SI09aZ). Very scarce in this form. The block, unhinged mint.. £22. 50

(b) As above. An exactly similar block of the 2Bc (S111aZ). Two small ink
marks on selvedge, well clear of stamps. Again unmounted......... .. £f5. 50

(c) As above. The scarce "Porthole" flaw on R6/9 of the 28c (Sl11aY), in
perfect mint positional block of 4 £9. 50

1115 (a) 1969 Capt. Cook Bicentenary. Two miniature sheets. one with prominent
retouch above-;;se)LANDRI"on the IBc stamp, the other bearing the special
green cachet applied to sheets sold at the New Plymouth National Stamp
Exhibition, which coincided with the issue of the Capt. Cook set. The
two mimature Sheets, mint....................................... £12. 75

(b) As above. Mint copy of the 6c stamp with variety Embossed Head Widely
Misplaced (in fact half of the embossing appears at one side of the stamp,
and half at the other). The variety (SI23aZ) £5. 10

(c) As above. Similar variety on the 18c (S124aZ). In this case a deeply
embossed head appears in tl:3 centre of the stamp. Mint............. £10. 50

1116 (a) 1966 Health. Three matched corner copies of the 3d+ld (all from miniature
sheets). One shows a truly phenomenal misplacement of the olive-green
colour - a full 10mm upwards - resulting in a completely detached "Phantom
Bellbird": another has a 2~mm shift of the black, with remarkable results;
the third is a normal stamp for comparison. The "double birds" set,
highly spectacular. All mint....................................... £37. 50

(b) As above. The black misplacement described in the previous lot, with a
normal stamp. The two mint £ B. 50

1117 1931-34 Air Mails. Set of 5 (3d, 4d, 7d brown orange, 5d on 3d, 7d Trans-
Tasman). fine fresh mint £ 20. 00

11IB 1935 Air Mails. The set of 3, in superb mint horizontal pairs from top
right corner of sheet, with plate numbers and sheet serial numbers. The
set of 3 plate pairs . £ 7. 95



1119

1120

1121

SCARCE OFFICIAI.S

5/- Arms. One of the most elusive of all N. Z. 'Officials'. (We have
recently noted dealers buying prices for mint as high as £90 per stamp;)
We offer an unused corner copy, without gum, at the spacefiller price of

2/- Admiral (K020b). Unused no gum example of another high-flier.
Our 1975 Catalogue Revision price of $16 has already more than doubled
to $35, and even this figure is obsolete. The excellent spacefiller

TIMARU BICYCLE P03T

£10. 00

£ 8. 50

This local delivery service (operated by schoolboy cyclists) commenced
in December 1968, and lasted only four months or so, until it was suppressed
by officialdom. We can offer a complete set of the labels prepared for the
service (lc, 2c, 3c, 5c, 7c, 15c), plus a proof on card of the 15c, together
with some general background notes on this interesting local service. . . . £ 8. 50

1960 PICTORIALS

1122 Chambon Perfs. A collection of 22 items, all shOWing Chambon perforation
characteristics. Included are seven blocks of six stamps each. all on
original unsurfaced paper (~d, Id, 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d, 8d), three counter coil
pairs (3d, 4d, 6d),. six booklet panes (ldx3 and 3dx3 - all different) and six
plate/imprint blocks of 8 stamps each (~d, Id chalky. 2d. 3d. 3d chalky. 6d).
An unusual "Chambon" cnllection. The 22 mint items " .. . £30. 00

1123

1124

1125 (a)

(b)

1126

1127 (a)

(b)

Sheet Value Markings. 24 corner strips or blocks,~d - 3/- sepia, all with
sheet value marking. Included are strips of 4 - ~d, Id, 2d,3d, 4d, 6d. 8d,
9d, 1/- (2 shades), 1/3 (all 3 Catalogued shades), 1/6, 1/9 bistre (both
shades), 2/-, 2/6; blocks of 8 - 21d, 5d; and blocks of four - 6d chalky,
7d. 2/- chalky, 3/- sepia. The 104 stamps alone CataloLlle £100+, so the
collection of 24 sheet value pieces is a bargain at .

Sideways Wmk Coil Stamps. Our recent offer (AUhrust Bu'c!",tin) of the Id
(02b) in a strip of 13 - thus proving that these stamps could not have come
from sheets - sold out very quickly. However, we can now repeat FE
offer, and for good measure, we can add the 3d (05b) too.

(a) Id sideways wmk, strip of 13, mint .

(b) 3d sideways wmk, strip of 13, mint .

~d Manuka (Ola). Three plate/imprint blocks of 8, each in a different
shade .

As above. Plate/imprint block of 8 stamps, mint .

Id Karaka (02a and 02c). Variety collection of 58 mint stamps, including
R15/6, R12/3 flaw and retouch, R10/9 flaw and retouc:h (the hItter
represented by two shade blocks) and R20/3. The mint collection of 25
unsurfaced and 33 chalk surfaced stamps (full annotation supplied) .

2d Kaka Beak (03a). The three Catalogued shades in blocks of 4, mint ..

As above. Variety collection of 66 mint stamps, including the Catalogued
varieties OV3a, OV3c, OV3f, OV3g and 11 further minor varieties. One
positional block shows the rare Chambon perf. combination of two consec
utive wide strikes. The 66 mint stamps, in 6 blocks (description provided)

£ 67. 50

£4. 50

£5. 00

£1, 45

48p

£6. 50

£1. 50

£ 35. 00



3d Kowhai Mint block of 4 with lemon_flowers (05a2.) £2. 50

As above. The "PIKl" retouch on both original and chalky paper, each in
mint block of four (OV8a and b) £5. 50

As above. Mint single with both red and green colours misplaced down-
wards - aptly nicknamed the "Fruit Salad" variety £2. 50

As above. Mint block of 4 with vertical perforations widely misplaced to
the left (part of two more stamps also show). The attractive mint block. . £ 5. 00

£2. 00

£1. 15

£6. 50

£1. 60

£3. 80

£ 3. 80

£2. 00

£8. 00

£5. 70

£15. 00

As above. Seven different plate blocks, not a complete showing but none
theless a fine addition to a basic 3d Kowhai collection. The seven mint
blocks of 8 stamps each .

7d Koromiko (09a). Plate numbers 1Ax4 and 1Bx4, each in mint positional
block oCi2sfamps. The IB plate also includes the R20/ 5 red flaw £ 10. 00

As above:... Watermark inverted (09aZ), mint single (block of 4, £12)..... £3. 80

8d Rata (OlOa). The two Catalogued varieties R1/1 and 1/9 both in flaw
\OVTIla)and retouch (OV10b) states. R1/1 flaw and retouch are in corner
blocks of 6, and R1/9 flaw and retouch in sheet value corner blocks of B.
A small thin on one stamp (not a variety stamp), otherwise superb mint
(Cat. £17. 75) £15. 00

6d Pikiarero. Plate/imprint blocks of 8 stamps, on both unsurfaced (08a)
and chalky surfaced (OBb) papers. The two mint blocks .......•........

As above. Coil strip of 3 with sideways watermark (05b), the centre stamp
with th€"teardrop" flaw - this variety occurred on every thirteenth stamp
of some coils only. Mint .

2!d Titoki (04a). Mint vertical pair, the bottom stamp with a spectacular
green doctor blade flaw. The mint pair offered at £5. 00

As above. Misplaced yellow, resulting in a "crazy daisy" block of 4. Mint

As above. R9/5 retouch (OV7b) in mint block of 10 .

4d Pua~angi (06a). Three contrasting shades, each in mint block of 4 ...

As above. Complete set of imprint/plate blocks of 8 stamps each, with
platenumbers 1111, 1221, 23.33 ...•.................................

As above. 5 superb shades of purple, each in mint block of 4. A "royal"
page in-£he making .

5d Daisy (07a). Plate/imprint block of 12 stamps .

As above. Mint variety block of 8 stamps, plate 2333, R9/9 white fla'N
below -D of LA~D ("P" for "D") .

1128 (a)

(b)

(c)

1129 (a)

(b)

(c)

1130 (a)

(b)

(c)

1131 (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1132 (a)

(b)

1133 (a)

(b)

1134 (a)

(b) As above. The rare Imprint/plate block of 8 with plate numbers 1121.
Slight gum disturbance on one stamp, otherwise fine mint (Cat. £95) .... £57. 50

1135 (a) 9d Flag (Ol1a). Set of three mint blocks, Imprint block of 6, Plate block
of 4 and Sheet Value block of 4, all from plate 14A14 . £6. 35



1/9 Multicolour (015b). Imprint block of 4. aIr! R3 11 "Snow on Mountain"
in block of 6. The 10 mint stamps £10. 00

2/6 BuU2r Making (017a). Plate 2A2B and imprint blocks of .j ill both the
Catalogued shades of orange-yellolV and lemon-yellow. Man'ellous cll\'era~e : £25. 00

3/- Multicolour. (018b). Two imprint blocks of 4 in the Catalogued shades
of brown-bistre and yellow-bistre. Mint and complete £ 30. 00

3/ - Sepia (018a). Superb plate/imprint block of 6 stamps. five of which
are unmounted mint. This is one of the plate blocks which are frequently
missing from 1960 Pictorial collections £ 50. 00

£ 35. 00

£16. 50

£ 16. 00

£20. 00

£5. 00

£ 19. 50

£22. 50

64p

£ 15. 00

£9. 20

£2. 50

£3. 80

l/Drou! (013a) The three Catalogued shades each in mint block of 4 "

As above, but three plate 1A1B1C blocks of 4 stamps each, in the three
Catalogued shades. Scarce thus , .

As above. The two Catalogued shades in mint singles (blocks pro rata) ..

As above. Corner strip of 6, including the R6/16 retouch (OVI5a) and
Ri/lE> in the normal (pre-flaw) state. The variety strip. hinged in selvedge
only ,............... £21. 00

As above. Mint corner block of 4 including R1/16 in the scarce flaw
state (see October Butl?tin note). The block. unhinged :-:---:- .

2/- Maori Rock Drawing (016a and b). Plate lAIC and imprint blocks of 4
on both the original unsurfaced and later chalk-surfaced papers. The
complete set of 4 mint blocks £ 25. 00

As above. Two mint blocks of 4 showing the red colour misplaced, one to
the right and one to the lower left. Attractive .

As above. Sheet value block of 4, including the R1/6 Retouch in sky
Catalogued variety (OV18b). The block also shows a misplacement of
blue to the right. An attractive block, mint .

As above. Mint plate block of 4 from plate 10B10C in the dull green shade
as is invariably the case in printings from 10C .

As~~~~ A perfect mint copy with variety watermark inverted (018bZ)

10/- Tasman Glacier, on chalk surfaced paper (020b). A small variety
collection, includes a plate/imprint block of 6, and single stamps with
R9/1 and 16/4 Catalogued retouches (OV20a and b). The 8 unmounted
mint stamps .

1/- Timber (012a).. Set of three mint blocks, exactly as described for
the 9dFlag (Lot 1135a) from plate 9B9C .

1/6 T~(014a).Plate6D6E block of 4 stamps, mint .

1/9 Aerial Top Dressing (015a). Mint blocks of 4 of the two Catalob'Ued
shades of Bistre-brown and Yellow-bistre (Cat. £ 25.40) .

1135 (b)

1136 (a)

(b)

(c)

1137 (a)

(b)

1138

1139 (a)

(b)

(c)

1140

1141

1142

1143

1144 (a)

(b)

(c)

1145



RECENT ISSUES

1976 Christmas 7c, llc, lBc (issued 6/10/76).

Set of 3, mint 36p
Illustrated First Day Cover, Wanganui pmk 45p
Imprint/plate blocks. Set of five blocks (2x7c, IxUc, 2x18c), each of 6 stamps £3. 60

(We understand that delivery to New Zealand of the printing from the 'B' plate of the llc
has been somewhat delayed, but supplies are expected. Our New Varieties Service
subscribers will be offered a lB block automatically when available, but other clients
should ask us to reserve an example of the missing block, if required).

Imprint/plate blocks. Set of three (one plate each value) £2. 15

l5c Fish Hook. No watermark, bluish gum.

Mint single (blocks pro rata) l5p
Imprint/plate block of 6 stamps 90p

30c Mt Cook National Park. New plate number 3a3a2a3a, and new perf. 14 all round
round (pr~vio~~_x13~)~ Imprint/plate block of 6 stamps.................. £1. BO
In addition to the perf. change, the brown and blue colours are distinctly different
in shade from previous printings. Mint single (blocks pro rata) 29p

75c Booklet. Unwatermarked paper, all panes with bluish gum ,.. 73p

Rose Definitives. As was the case with the 7c, both the 6c and Bc have now appeared
from new-plates and with changed perforation l4}x13t (previously l4}x14~). For
convenience the altered forms of all three values are listed below:
6c "Cresset". Imprint/plate 2Ax5, or 2Bx5 (10 stamps each block), each 6lp

Single, mint (blocks pro rata) , , ,... 6p
7c "Michele Meilland". Imprint/plate 2Ax5, or 2Bx5 (10 stamps each block), each.. 70p

Single, mint (blocks pro rata) 7p
Bc "Josephine Bruce". Imprint/plate 2Ax4, or 2Bx4 (10 stamps each block), each.. BOp

Single, mint (blocks pro rata) Bp

Varieties

1976 Health Sc+lc. R5/2 (PIlB). Malformed "EA" of "HEALTH" at bottom right
corner. An easily-seen variety, in mint positional block of 10 stamps 90p
As above. There was an error in the sheet value marking on sheets from plate lB.
The value re;"ds "$.900". On sheets from plate lA, the value was correct, reading
"$9.00". We can offer corner blocks of 4, showing both the correct and erroneous
values. The two blocks, attractive 90p

New Postal Stationery.
7c Postcard, green on white, unused lOp
Bc Envelope (225mm x 100mm), claret on white, unused IIp
10c Air Mail Envelope, blue/red on azure, unused l2p
And a few other decimal stationery items which some readers may have overlooked:
3c Envelope (150mm x 90mm), blue embossed on white, unused lOp
4c Envelope (225mm x 100mm), vermilion on white, unused....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lOp
Sc Envelope (165mm x 90mm), claret on white, unused .........•...•............. l2p
22c Regd Envelope "Stamp" in dull carmine. Unused 50p
3Sc Regd Envelope "Stamp" in red. Unused ....................•................ 50p
3c Postcard, green on "hite, unused lOp
Provisional Letter Card 4c red on azure, surcharged "Additional 4c/Postage Paid" in
black. Unused . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l4p
3c Newspaper Wrapper, blue green on while, unused lOp
Aerogramme (unstamped) size 2l0mm x 100mm folded. Blue/red on azure. Unused 6p


